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ESO/MPI 2.2-m, ESO 3.6-m) simulta
neously observed NX Pup in the optieal
and in the near infrared utilising two of
the most sophistieated high spatial reso
lution teehniques - namely optieal
speekle in eombination with speekle
masking reeonstruetion (Weigelt, 1977)
and adaptive optics imaging using
ADONIS and the SHARP eamera. We
obtained simultaneous high spatial reso
lution images of NX Pup from the V to
the K band (cf. Table 1).

The great drawback of all high spatial
resolution instruments is their sma/l field
of view which makes it very time eon
suming to obtain absolute photometrie
ealibrations by observing standard stars
one by one. Therefore, it proved to be
advantageous to have also a "smaller"
teleseope like the Danish 1.54-m with its
"wide field" eeD eamera (6' x 6' eom
pared to 6" x 6" of the speekle eamera)
available for doing photometrie ealibra
tions while at the same time dedieating
the larger teleseopes to high-resolution
imaging alone (a similar approach
should be considered for fortheoming
high spatial and high speetral resolution
observations with the VLT, where f1ux
ealibrations could be obtained with an
auxiliary teleseope thus helping to in-
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JD 2440000 +
Figure 1: V (y in the Strömgren photometrie system) light eurve of NX Pup from 1983 to 1995
(eompiled from LTPV data, open eireles). Note the rapid variations with an amplitude of = 1.7"'.
Marked are the dates of the HSTIFGS observations, the first NIR adaptive opties observations
(CO+), and the eurrent simultaneaus data set presented here. At the time of all three high
angular resolution observations NX Pup was relatively bright.

Observations

quenee stars exhibiting an IR exeess
and that the seeondary has a speetral
type between mid Fand late G. How
ever, by studying more than 350 indi
vidual Strömgren photometrie measure
ments whieh had been aeeumulated in
over 12 years of LTPV monitoring (cf.
Fig. 1), we realised that a eonvergent
pieture of the evolutionary status of NX
Pup A & B eould only be obtained by
quasi-simultaneous high spatial resolu
tion observations in the optieal and near
infrared.

On March 11, 1995, three of La Silla's
four largest optieal teleseopes (D1.54-m,

95) Filter (Ac. FWHM) Exposure time
_.

B,V,R 5s,2s,5s

V (545 nm, 30 nm) 629x50ms

R (656 nm. 60 nm) 1927x70 ms

R (656 nm, 30 nm) 2285x70 ms

Ha (656.3 nm. 4 nm) 1903x70 ms

H,K 400xO.5 s (each)

-

UT (11.3.19

01:30
01:15
00:15,03:00
01 :00, 02:45
03:15
02:30

D1.54/CCD camera
ESO-MPG 2.2-m/speckle cam.
ESO-MPG 2.2-m/speckle cam.
ESO-MPG 2.2-m/speckle cam.
ESO-MPG 2.2-m/speckle cam.
ESO 3.6-m/ADONIS+SHARP

Introduction

We have obtained simultaneous high
Spatial resolution optieal speekle and
near-infrared adaptive opties images of
the 126 mas Herbig Ae/Be binary star NX
Pup and eould derive accurate estimates
for the evolutionary status of both eom
ponents. Furthermore, we were able to
deeompose the overall speetral energy
distribution into its eonstituent parts,
namely the eontribution of the two stellar
photospheres and the infrared exeess
due to eireumstellar material assoeiated
With both stars.

The Herbig Ae/Be star NX Pup is 10
eated in the Gum nebula at a distanee of
'" ~50 pe and belongs to a group of
bnght PMS stars whieh have been sys
tematieally monitored for more than a
deeade from La Silla in the course of the
~ong-Term Photometrie Variables pro
Jeet (LTPV, The & Bibo, 1990, Sterken et
al. , 1995 and referenees therein).

On New Year's Day 1993, NX Pup
~as resolved as a binary with a separa
tion of 126 mas by the Fine Guidanee
Sensors (FGS) of the Hubble Spaee Tel
eseope (HST) in the V band (Bernaeea
et al., 1993). Exaetly one year later (Jan
uary 1st, 1994) the eombined light of the
elose binary was deeomposed from the
ground for the first time using ESO's
adaptive opties prototype eOME-ON+
& SHARP in JHK at the ESO 3.6-m tele
seope (Brandner et al., 1995, see also
Tessier et al. , 1994 for details on the im
age reeonstruetion).

The eombination of the optieal HST
~ata, ealibrated in f1ux by interpolating
TPV observations, with the near infra

red data obtained with eOME-ON+ al
r.eady a/lowed for a (erude) determina
t!on of the speetral types and luminosi
lies, and henee masses and ages for
both eomponents. We eould show that
both stars are very likely pre-main se-

TAßLE 1. Journal of observations (all observations are simultaneaus within 3 hrs)

-------~ -
Telescope/instrument
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Figure 2: 1.5-s Rexposure of the region araund NX Pup obtained with the eeo camera at the 01.54-m telescope in 1995 March 11 (Ieft). NX Pup
AB (unresolved) and the associated classical T Tauri star NX Pup e are marked. The shulter delay in the central part of the eeo amounts to 45
ms, which in the 1.5-s exposure image induces a photometrie errar of 3%. The corresponding slwlter map is shown on the right.
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1 Shulter maps far lhe CCO eameras at lhe Ouleh
gO-em and the Oanish 1.54-m. and EFOSC2 at the
ESO/MGP 2.2-m are available via WWW from
http://www.astro.uni-wuerzburg.de/brandner/
shultermaps.html. Shulter maps for EMMI (red &
blue) and SUSI will be made available by lhe ND
team in lhe near future.

fielded) and "ts" and "tl" are the exposure
times of the short and the long exposure,
respeetively.

The resulting shutter map for the eeo
camera at the Oanish 1.54-m is shown in
Figure 2 1• A eomparison of shutter maps
obtained several months apart indieate
astability to within 10%. Henee, residual
photometrie errors for a 1-s seientifie ex-

I-l
-1 .0 +--_-----.-__--+-_O_.2_"-,-1_9_0_Ä_U-+---__,------t-

-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
arcsec

Figure 3: Set of simultaneous high spatial resolution images of NX Pup A and B. The optical
data (top) have been obtained with a speckle camera at the ESOIMPI 2.2-m, whereas the near
infrared data have been obtained with AOONISISHARP at the ESO 3.6m telescope. The speck
le data allow for the determination of the spectral type of the NX Pup Band reveal that the
majority of the Ha excess originates in NX Pup A which is also the component with the stranger
IR excess.

shutter map = (short x tI - long x ts) /
(Iong - short)

where "short" and "Iong" are the raw
data (i.e. bias subtracted but not flat-

proeedure to obtain such a shutter map
is straightforward: aseries of short-Iong
short exposures, typically domeflats with
exposure times of '" 0.5 s (ts) and 3 s (U)
and eount rates of a few 1000 AOU
(short) to less than 20,000 AOU (Iong)
are repeated eight to ten times. After av
eraging the two short exposures of each
series, the resulting shutter map ean be
eomputed by

1.0 V

0.5

ü
Q)
Cf) 0.0ü J.....
~

-0.5

crease the efficiency of the larger tele
scopes and to improve the scientific
quality of the data).

Data Reduction

Photometrie ealibration
of short-exposure eeo images:
shutter maps

All eeo cameras at ESO are
equipped with a mechanical shutter.
Problems in short exposures « 10 s)
arise from the shutter delay, i.e. the time
delay between starting or ending an ex
posure by sending a signal to the eeo
camera and the actual beginning of the
shutter movement. Furthermore, me
chanical shutters need a certain time
to move from the centre of a eeo to
its edge and viee versa. The resulting
(inhomogeneous) illumination pattern
on the eeo leads to gradients across
the field and to photometrie errors. Map
ping the shutter movement yields a typi
eal delay between 50 ms (eeO eamera
at 01.54-m) and 500 ms (EMMI/Red
at the NTT) for the central part of the
eeo, which in a 1-s exposure already
amounts to a photometric error of 5% to
50%!

This is weil known, and the usual ad
vice given to observers to eireumvent
this problem is not to take exposures
shorter than 10 s. However, when ob
serving bright objeets (e.g. eeo stand
ard star fields) with a larger telescope,
one is forced to defoeus the telescope in
order to avoid saturation of the brightest
stars on the eeo. This in turn induces
errors in the photometrie transforma
tions for the (usually not defoeused) pro
gramme stars.

A better approach is to aetually map
the shutter movement and the resulting
illumination pattern on the eeo. The
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NX Pup A 1__ B

Separation o ~'126 ± 0 ~'003

PA 62 ~8 ± 1~7a

SpT FO-F2 F7-G4
ULG) 16-19 7-9
Mass ~2 MG) 1.6-1.9 MG)
Age 3-5 x 106 yr 2-6 x 106 yr
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Table 2: Evolutionary status ot NX Pup A & B

detection of 1.3 mm dust continuum
emission (Henning et al., 1994) sug
gests that the disk around NX Pup A is
cut off at about 20 AU possibly due to the
presence of component B which itself
has much less circumstellar matter lett.

In a future observing run we aim at
obtaining high spatial resolution observa
tions of NX Pup near its minimum bright
ness. One would expect that NX Pup A
then is completely obscured and would
only be visible in the optical though light
scattered by circumstellar material, simi
lar to the active Herbig Ae/Be star Z CMa
where the IR companion was detected i~
the visual e.g. by Barth et al. (1994).
Measurements of the polarisation of NX
Pup A & B near minimum brightness us
ing speckle polarimetry would be a test
for the scattered light hypothesis.
. Clearly, for b~th NX Pup A and B spa

tlally resolved Imaging towards longer
wavelengths are necessary, which in
turn allow for more detailed model calcu
lations and to better constrain the struc
ture and geometry of the circumstellar
material around each star. With the
equivalent of TIMMI in combination with
adaptive optics at one VLT telescope it
will become possible to resolve NX Pup
also in the Land M, whereas the VLTI
will allow high spatial resolution obser
vations of NX Pup at 10 and 20 microns.
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studied extensively by Bibo & The
(1991). We reanalysed the colour mag
nitude relations derived from the LTPV
data and found indications that variable
extinction is the main cause for the vari
ability. The blueing in colours when NX
Pup is near its minimum brightness can
be explained by additional scattered
light due to circumstellar material (see
Schöller et al., 1996).

If we adopt a MK type of F1 IV-V for
NX Pup A, the observed V-R colour
(0.30m) yields a visual extinction Av

z 0.48m• By assuming the same extinc
tion for NX Pup B, its V-R colour yields a
spectral type F7V. However, the fact that
NX Pup B's IR excess is significantiy
smaller than that of NX Pup A might indi
cate that, while it suffers the same fore
ground extinction as NX Pup A, its cir
cumstellar extinction might be consider
ably less. Studies, e.g. by Krautter
(1980), indicate that the amount of fore
ground extinction in the direction of the
Gum nebula might be as small as Av ""
0.15m out till 500 pe from the Sun. If NX
Pup B suffered no additional extinction,
its V-R colour would yield a spectral type
of G4V. Accordingly, we compute 4,01 ""

7.3 - 9.4 L0. Mass and age determina
tions based on theoretical evolutionary
tracks computed by D'Antona & Maz
zitelli (1994) are summarised in Table 2.

The IR excess of NX Pup A can be
approximated by a viscous accretion
disk spectrum in which FA falls off oe f....-4/3

towards longer wavelengths. The non-
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Figure 4: Oereddened (assuming Av = 0.48m) spectral energy distribution ÄF;. ot NX Pup A and
B tram the UV to the mm range. The tilled diamonds, open triangles, and open squares indicate
OUr own simultaneous measurements. The total spectral energy distribution can be decom
POsed into tour parts (dotted fines): the photospheric emission trom NX Pup A (F1 V) and NX
Pup B (F7V), a viscous accretion disk around NX Pup A, and circumstellar matter around NX
Pup B which is approximated by a blackbody The dashed lines mark both the SEOs ot the
individual stellar photospheres plus the IR excess due to circumstellar matter tor NX Pup A and
B: The overall SEO is indicated by a solid fine and gives a reasonable tit to the observed flux
distribution (diamonds).

POSure can be reduced from 10% to 1%
even with shutter maps not obtained in
~he same night. All short exposure CCD
Images (observations of CCD standard
star fields and of NX Pup) were correct
ed using the shutter map.

Speckle and adapUve optics
observations

The speckle images were recon
structed by the speckle masking method
(~chöller et al., 1996). The f1ux calibra
tlon was done by combining the relative
Photometry of the components derived
from the speckle images with the abso
lute photometry of the (unresolved)
components obtained with the Danish
1.54-m telescope.

The adaptive optics images were
pro.cessed following the procedure de
scnbed by Tessier et al. (1994). IR stand
ard stars were observed with ADONIS/
SHARP to allow for a flux calibration.

Results

Most of the light detected in V and R is
emitted by the stellar photospheres of
NX .p~p A and B. Both components also
eXhibit a NIR excess. WhiJe the SED of
NX Pup B peaks at H, the SED of NX
~U'p A is still rising at K. Hence, the ma
Jonty of the IR excess arises from com
POnent A.

The photometrie variability has been
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